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Robotic ESD Tester SmartZap

The SmartZap is a fully automated zap gun tester with automatic failure detection capability,
providing far superior performance than manual zap gun test. It is complying IEC61000
standard.

Hardware Specifications

Items Spec.

Pay load 3 kg

Body weight 35kg

Dimension of robot 1500mm(h)

*1200mm(width)

Repeatability 50 um

Min. test point step 500 um or better

Axis angular
velocity

150~500
o
/sec

No. of axes 6 axes

Driving method 100~400 Watt

camera 640*480 pixels, CCD

Displacement Resolution- < 5

Operation software MFC based VC++

Robot controller DSP based Motion controller:
12 axis, and 48 I/O points, 16
ADC channel
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SmartZap

is a fully automated zap gun tester with automatic failure detection capability,
providing far superior performance than manual zap gun test. It is complying IEC61000

Comments

Zap gun weight

(width)

All arm fully stretched out with 90

500 um or better

/sec Varies at each axis

6 DOF positioning

- enables 3D zapping capability

100~400 Watt Wrist axis maximum,

Hand axis minimum

640*480 pixels, CCD

< 50 um Gap measurement between Gun tip and
injection point

MFC based VC++ Close to real time monitoring and control

DSP based Motion controller:
12 axis, and 48 I/O points, 16

Fast signal transfer and acquisition
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is a fully automated zap gun tester with automatic failure detection capability,
providing far superior performance than manual zap gun test. It is complying IEC61000-4-2 test

All arm fully stretched out with 90
o

degrees

Gap measurement between Gun tip and

Close to real time monitoring and control

Fast signal transfer and acquisition
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List of hardwares for test set-up

Items Comments

Top camera - Top view of the DUT

- Taking pictures to compare for image failure

Side cameras - Total four cameras mounted each side of the zap table

- Four side images of the DUT

Main finger - Key operation (for DUT reboot or failure check)

Touch screen finger - Key operation for touch screen DUT

Bruch - To discharge the injected charges from the gun tester

Zap gun - Complete zap condition set-up from the control computer

- Customized mounting bracket per customer request

Z-height sensor - Additional way to define DUT local height (optional item)

Zap table - Zap table by IEC 61000-4-2 specification

Jig - DUT holding jigs (made of dielectric materials not to violate IEC spec)

DUT flipper - For upside-down test, a second robot can be provided to flip the DUT
(optional item)

- Additional camera to monitor the display at upside-down position

Other features

Items Spec.

Test point definition - User defines zap points from the DUT images on the control computer

- Offset between defined test points and gun/finger tip landing: <0.1mm

Failure detection - Automatic failure detection of

(1) Display change, (2) sound On/OFF by 1KHZ mono-tone

User defined test flow - The software allows the user to define specific test flow

Report - Automatic test report generation in customized format

- Test set-up and test results information

DUT offset correction - DUT offset can be automatically detected and TP positions are
recalculated after user intervention of DUT placement
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System lvel ESD test

The methodology for system level ESD testing is standardized in the IEC 61000-4-2 standard.
This standard sets minimal requirements and gives information on the test setup. The standard
setting body had hand testing in mind, but did not exclude robotic testing. As hand testing was
in mind many minimal parameters have been set such that repeatability problems result.

Three main parameters are:
 Number of discharges

The number of discharges per test point is set to 10. This is a very low number to
capture windows of sensitivity. There are brief periods of time in which an EUT is much
more sensitive to ESD. Those windows are usually caused by software activity. The
influenced windows of opportunity and the required number of pulses to achieve a
statistically stable result has been investigated by Bob Renninger and Habiger and found
its way into an ANSI ESD C63.16 standard (draft). In brief the analysis says: one has to
apply a much greater number of pulses to capture windows of opportunity. The exact
number depends on the distribution of the sensitivity over time. The standard setting
bodies, knowingly had to ignore these facts, as the members did not want to force every
test lab to perform e.g., 100 discharges at each test point due to strain placed on the
operator, especially in air discharge mode. However, for achieving a statistically stable
result from a larger number of discharges is needed.

 Approach speed, angle of approach
Air discharge testing depends strongly on the length of the arc. The length of the arc can
vary, for the same test point and voltage strongly. Those variations are partially from
statistical nature, but also influenced by the way the approach is performed. At higher
approach speeds (this is the intention of the standard setting body) the rise time will be
on average lower and the peak values will be on average higher. The standard provides
little insight into the expected speed of approach. Some test labs even drag the charged
air discharge tip across the product (being in contact with the plastic surface) to see if a
discharge occurs. This is a very risky practice, as this can lead to highly over-voltage
ESDs having unrealistically low rise times. It is important to control the way of approach
(straight to the point of expected discharge) and to control the angle the ESD generator
is held, as this will influence the discharge current (weakly) but the coupling to the
product strongly.

If discharges that have much faster rise occur, there is no way for the operator to know
in manual system level testing.

 Voltage increments
The voltage is often set in large increments, like 2, 4, 8 kV and only pass or fail is
reported. From a point of view of comparing test labs, it is important to know the failure
level. For example, if one lab passes up to and including 8kV but the product would fail
at 8.001 kV and if then is re-tested in another lab and fails at 8kV, then the uncertainty of
the testing might only be 0.001 kV. Of course, the real uncertainties in ESD testing are
much higher, but the example illustrates that we not only need a pass/fail but we need a
failure level. This can only be found if voltages are increased in relatively small
increments, maybe 1000V. The standard setting body did not want to require this as the
strain placed on hand operators was considered to be too high.
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 Repetition rate
The testing for air discharge is usually done at 1 pulse a second. In theory one could test
much faster, if one can (1) Remove the charge between discharges, (2) verify the
function of the EUT (3) and one is able to move the ESD generator back to the
discharge position. In a hand test this is difficult to achieve. However, in a robotic testing
a faster rate can be achieved even in air discharge testing.

Robotic testing

Robotic ESD testing substitutes the hand operation by a robot. This has the following set of
advantages:

Repeatability

The robotic system is able to approach the EUT at every discharge in a very precise
way. Parameters, such as approach speed and angle of approach, are well
controlled.

Test depth

Hand testing is limited in the number of ESDs applied, the levels tested at and the
repletion rate. Robotic scanning does not know fatigue. One can apply a much greater
number of pulses, to many more test points at much smaller increments to achieve a
better, statistically more reliable test result. Robotic test results will cover a wide range of
possible test results that might be achieved in other labs.

Documentation

The robotic testing can capture the discharge current for each discharge, knowing if a
very fast rise time event occurred and correlated to an observed failure. Further, photos
of the testing can be taken at each test point and each discharge (or the lack of
discharge) is verified.

The discharge current waveforms will allow to verify if e.g., the product is floating, if
cable are attached or if the product is grounded.

A robotic test can be the “golden standard” and help in training of operators (e.g.,
show them the effect of speed of approach) or in disputes with other laboratories.

Extending to other functions

A robotic tester can perform other functions, like pressing knobs to reset a product, or
be used for field matting and other immunity testing.

Test speed

If a suitable number of ESDs is applied to a product then robotic testing will offer a
large test speed advantage. This will grow further if the number of test samples is
larger than one.


